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Business Need

 ATIMS provides an inmate header throughout the 
solution whenever an inmate is selected.

 There are security concerns regarding this data 
winding up in the wrong users hands.   

 Although the output is very limited, some data like  
gang affiliation and keep separates should not be  
common knowledge to all users.

 There is a need to secure all or a part of the inmate 
information presented in the inmate header based on 
user access level.
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ATIMS Solution

 ATIMS added new permission rights to control the access 
level of the inmate header.

 For each section in the inmate header ATIMS will provide  
separate permission rights

 Configuration upon delivery is very important; these 
permissions must be assigned to the appropriate user 
groups.

 If not assigned, users will see only the name, DOB and 
inmate number, no other sections of the inmate header 
will be visible.
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Available Inmate Header Permissions

 JMS-INMATE HEADER OVERALL (permission right 8000)

 Overall view of header

 JMS-INMATE HEADER DETAIL OVERALL (permission rights 8100-8190).  

 Drill down of Name, FKN, Characteristics, Status, Housing, Location, 
Classification, Balance, Property, Visitation Schedule respectively

 JMS-INMATE HEADER PHOTO (permission rights 8200-8210)

 Show person photos – front view and other photos

 JMS-INMATE HEADER ALERT (permission rights 8300-8390)

 Text Alerts, Flag alerts, Keep Separates, Associations, Privileges, Observation 
respectively

 JMS-INMATE HEADER IN-OUT (permission rights 8400-8420)

 Inmate incarceration history
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Configuration
 ‘Assign Permission’ as needed for each permission.
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Functionality
 In any module in JMS the system will load the inmate header 

based on the permissions assigned to his/her user group.
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Summary

 The system permissions are now more granular with the 

addition of the inmate header permissions.

 Agencies can now control who and how much access is 

given to each line within the inmate header.

 This can help prevent internal classifications from being 

exposed to outside agencies.
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